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i N rth North Atlantic Energy Service Corporation
| 4 P.O. Box 300'4q Atlantic Seabrook, NII O3874.

i 0
(603) 474 9521 la

j The Northeast Utilities System
!

!

j January 10,1997

! Docket No. 50-443
NYN-97004

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn.: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Seabrook Station
Licensee Event Report (LER) %-008-00 I

No Automatic initiation of '

Emergency Feedivater System During a Single Failure Event

Enclosed, please find Licensee Event Report (LER) No. 96-008-00 for Seabrook Station. This submittal

documents an event which occurred on December 12, 1996. His event is being reported pursuant to :

10CFR50.73(aX2Xii). nis event was previously reported on December 12, 1996, pursuant to
;

10CFR50.72(bXIXiiiXB). i

!
Should you require further information regarding this matter, please contact Mr. Allen L. Legendre, Jr., i
Nuclear Licensing Supervisor, at (603) 773-7773.

i

Very truly yours.

NORTH ATLANTI ENERGY SERVICE CORP. / i

I

l, A -

iham . DIPrcj)f/

f%'NStation Director

cc: H. J. Miller, Regional Administrator
A. W. De Agazio, NRC Project Manager, Seabrook Station
J. B. Macdonald, Senior Resident Inspector, Seabrook Station
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On December 12, 1996, North Atlantic Energy Service Corporation (North Atlantic) determined that an automatic Emergency
Feedwater System [BAl (EFW) actuation may not occur if required. In the highly unlikely event that a Steam Line Rupture (SLR) or a
Feedwater Line Break (FWLB) occurs on the "A" Steam Generator (SG) in conjunction with a single failure of the ~B" Train Solid State
Protection System [JEl (SSPS), then automatic EFW actuation will not occur. The faulted "A" SG will provide very limited steam flow
to the turbine driven EFW pump for a brief period of time. However, steam flow to the EFW pump turbine will eventually cease and
the pump will stop. The motor-driven "B" EFW pump will not automatically start during this postulated event due to the failure of the
"B" Train SSPS. Operators can manually start the motor-driven "B" EFW pump and open the steam supply valve (MS-V-394) from the
"B" SG to the turbine driven "A" EFW pump. North Atlantic made a one hour non-emergency report pursuant to 10CFR 50.72
(b)(1)(iii)(B), on December 12,1996 for a condition that is outside the design basis of the plant.

North Atlantic performed an engineering assessment for this event which concluded that if EFW flow is established to the intact SGs
within ten minutes, then the acceptance criteria established for the two accidents will be satisfied. An Operability Determination
conducted by North Atlantic concluded that operator action in lieu of automatic EFW actuation is acceptable during the event. The
Operability Determination documented that Control Room Operators will diagnose the scenario and from the Control Room, take the
actions necessary to manually actuate EFW. They will utilize Emergency Operating Procedure (EOP) E-0, " Reactor Trip G. Safety
injection" to manually start the motor driven EFW pump in less than ten minutes. To satisfy the requirements of NRC Generic letter
91-18 concerning " dedicated operators", North Atlantic wrote a special procedure, OS 96-1-1, "EFW Dedicated Operator for ACR
96-1378" A dedicated operator is assigned at all times to carry out the manual actions if necessary.
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1. Descriotion of Event

On December 12, 1996, while conducting a 10CFR 50.54f review of the EFW system, North Atlantic
determined that the EFW system may not be capable of automatic actuation to mitigate the consequences of
two specific accidents analyzed in the Seabrook Station Updated Final Safety Analysis (UFSAR). The two
accidents are the SLR and FWLB accidents described in Chapter 15 of the UFSAR. In the highly unlikely event
that the "A" SG is faulted and the "B" Train SSPS fails to actuate, the EFW system will be incapable of
automatically actuating and maintaining flow to the intact SGs. Under these conditions, the "A" train SSPS will
actuate to open the steam supply valve (MS-V-393) from the "A" SG to the turbine driven EFW pump. The
failure of the "B" Train SSPS will prevent the Motor Driven EFW pump from starting and prevent the steam
supply valve (MS-V-394) from the "B" SG from opening. When the "A" SG depressurizes due to the SLR or
FWLB, steam flow through MS-V-393 to the steam driven EFW pump will stop. The pump will no longer be able
to supply EFW flow to the intact SGs. From the Control Room Operators can manually start the motor-driven
"B" EFW pump and open the "B" SG steam supply valve (MS-V-394) to the turbine-driven "A" EFW pump.

This scenario is not consistent with the Seabrook Station design basis described in UFSAR section 6.8.1.h
which states that "The EFW system is capable of automatically initiating flow upon receipt of a system
actuation signal." The UFSAR Chapter 15 analysis assumes that an EFW automatic actuation signal starts one
or both of the EFW pumps and EFW flows to at least two SGs. Also, the description of the FWLB event in ;

UFSAR Section 15.2.8.2 credits EFW actuation on SG low-low level and development of EFW flow 96 seconds !

after the break. No credit is taken for operator actions to establish EFW flow, in the scenario described in this
report, insufficient EFW flow would be delivered to the intact SGs. Control Room Operator action is required to

~

mitigate the consequences of the SLR and the FWLB accidents when the "A" SG is faulted and coincidentally,
the "B" Train SSPS fails to actuate.

Ar' Operability Determination concluded that the EFW system remained OPERABLE in accordance with the j
definition of operability as defined in the Seabrook Station Technical Specifications. This determination relied
on an engineering evaluation that concluded that in order to remain within the design basis, "EFW flow should
be established to the intact SGs in the two accident scenarios prior to ten minutes following the reactor trip."
The ten minute response time ensures satisfactory acceptance criteria for the accident analysis. The criteria
are: maintaining adequate inventory in the intact SGs; avoiding a water solid condition in the Pressurizer and
maintaining Reactor Coolant System [AB) (RCS) heat removal capability. The Operability Determination
documented that operator action in lieu of automatic action during the SLR and FWLB scenarios provides
manual EFW actuation within the required time frame. Operators will manually start the EFW pumps in less
than ten minutes and establish flow to the intact SGs. North Atlantic evaluated the Emergency Operating
Procedures to ensure that the required manual actions would be completed in a timely manner. Considering
numerous observed and video taped simulator demonstrative examinations, as well as observed in-plant use of
the EOPs, it was concluded that a typical operating crew would require less than four minutes to reach the
procedure step that verifies EFW pump status. The operator manually starts the motor driven pump if it is not
already running and establishes at least one steam supply path to the steam driven EFW pump if none exists.

II. Cause of Event

North Atlantic will document the cause of this event in the evaluation of Adverse Condition Report, ACR 96-
' The preliminary cause is that the accident analysis was in error in that it failed to recognize that the

|1378.
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failure of "B" Train SSPS to actuate during a SLR or FWLB accident was the limiting single active failure for
these accident scenarios. The cause of this event will be explained in more detailin a supplement to this report, j

North Atlantic expects to submit this supplement by March 11,1997.
|

| lil. Analvsis of Event

'There are no adverse safety consequences associated with this event since a preliminary review of the accident
analysis indicates that the current EOP actions, manually carried out by the dedicated operator, will initiate EFW
in sufficient time to preclude exceeding the existing accident analysis conclusions. EFW flow must be initiated

,

| to the intact SGs within ten minutes in order to meet the accident analysis acceptance criteria. The condition
does not adversely affect the ability of the EFW system to perform its intended safety function. The technical
basis for this conclusion are documented in memorandum SBP 96-123.

IV. Corrective Action

North Atlantic completed a Preliminary Operability Determination within twenty-four hours of discovering the
event and a Final Operability Determination on January 10,1997. The Operability Determinations concluded
that the EFW system is Operable as defined in Seabrook Station's Technical Specifications. A special .
procedure, OS 96-1-1, "EFW Dedicated Operator for ACR 96-1378" has been prepared. This procedure satisfies
the requirements of NRC Generic Letter 91-18 concerning the use of " dedicated operators" in place of
automatic action. This written procedure, combir.ed with the training conducted during briefings with the
operators that will act as the dedicated operator, ensures that the manual action necessary to take the place of
the automatic actuation of EFW will be completed in the time required per the Preliminary Operability
Determination.

North Atlantic's planned corrective actions include completion of the evaluation of ACR 96-1378 to document
the cause of the event. Additional corrective actions will be documented in the ACR e"aluation and they are
expected to include a design change that will ensure EFW is automatically actuated under the conditions
described in this report. These planned corrective actions will be reported to the NRC in the supplement to this
LER. That supplement is expected to be submitted by March 11,1997.

V. Additional Information

Similar Events

This is the second event at Seabrook Station pertaining to errors in accident analyses. LER 96-07 filed on
January 6,1997, and expected to be supplemented by March 6,1997, described a similar event involving the

,

i failure of accident analyses to account for the closure time of the EFW flow control valves in certain accident
scenarios.'

;
i

Manufacturer Data
4

Not applicable.
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ATTACHMENT A
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|
,
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